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Abstract

For better development of alternative tourism supply in mountain tourism destinations it is necessary 
to identify and evaluate tourism attractions that could be better valorised when creating tourism prod-
ucts. It is an essential part of the destination analysis to determine perception of local population and 
tourists when evaluating tourism attractiveness. Olympic Mountain Bjelašnica in Bosnia and Herzego-
vina is a representative case study of mountain tourism destination, whose recent phase of tourism de-
velopment is characterized by a variety of tourism supply that allows practicing many forms of tourism 
with the dominance of the winter tourist season and the skiing tourism of mass character. The princi-
pal aim of the study is to determine the differences in the evaluation of tourism attractions of alterna-
tive tourism in tourism supply of Bjelašnica within and between group of local residents and tourists. 
Direct survey was conducted during the summer 2016 and sample included 98 local residents and 111 
tourists. Results show: a) tourists evaluate most of attractions higher then local residents, b) some at-
tractions are higher evaluated by younger and more educated local residents, c) older tourists evaluate 
cultural and historical heritage better, while tourists with college degree are most satisfied with tourism 
and recreational infrastructure considering the age, gender and level of education, and d) all clusters of 
attractions are rated as more attractive by tourists who stay at purpose-built mountain tourist resort 
Babin Do, compared to those in Bjelašnica’s villages. Results can be applied as a guideline to raise local 
residents’ awareness of tourism attractions and developing more specific tourism supply that will ad-
dress not solely mass tourism, but also alternative forms of tourism.

Keywords: tourism attractions, tourism supply, mountain tourism, alternative forms of tourism, 
Bjelašnica, Bosnia and Herzegovina

Introduction 

Mountain tourism with numerous types of activities 
represents one of the most significant forms of tour-
ism (Heberlein et al., 2002; Yang et al., 2009; Voicules-
cu et al., 2012). Bosnia and Herzegovina is endowed 

with hilly - mountainous relief that always had a place 
in its tourism supply. Together with Igman, Jahorina, 
Vlašić, Kupres and Blidinje, Bjelašnica is one of the 
leading ski resorts and the highest ski centre in Bos-
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nia and Herzegovina (Hamad et al., 2010). Skiing, as 
a most common winter tourism activity became pop-
ular on Bjelašnica since 1950’s. First skis were brought 
in village Šabići in 1957 and during the 1957 and 1958 
ski courses on Bjelašnica were organized. Although 
through history, mountain area of Bosnia and Herze-
govina were very popular for hiking, mountaineering 
and skiing (Šehić, 1985), they are still not sufficiently 
well-established tourism destinations.

The study area of this research is Bjelašnica, moun-
tain tourist area of exceptional value, which is favour-
ably exploited due to their location: in the central part 
of the state, 30 km far from the capital city of Sara-
jevo. Bjelašnica is karst mountain, which on aver-
age is covered with snow for several months, usually 
from November to May, and sometimes in the sum-
mer (Drešković et. al., 2015). Apart from ski resort, 
Bjelašnica is a popular weekend picnic area, attractive 
because of opportunities for hiking, mountain biking, 
and water sports (rafting and canoeing on the near-
by rivers), paragliding, suitable for the development 
of summer alternative tourism supply (Gafić & Džeko, 
2011). It is an extremely important destination for the 
development of dominant winter mountain tourism, 
then rural tourism, as well as various sports and rec-
reational activities in Bosnia and Herzegovina.

Bjelašnica is a representative example of mountain 
tourism destination that has passed through several 
stages of tourism development. These six stages (Table 
1) do not correspond entirely to typical developmen-
tal stages of Butler’s tourism area life cycle model, but 

each stage has a specific recreational and tourism ac-
tivities, i.e. vary in share and significance of alterna-
tive tourism supply (Banda & Opačić 2017).

In the last two decade, tourism on Bjelašnica has 
developed rapidly resulting with severe environmen-
tal consequences. Also, ski resorts such as Bjelašnica 
face the problems of global warming and winters poor 
in snow. Taking this into account, Bjelašnica started 
gradual development of alternative forms of tourism, 
which are also important for extending the tourist 
season. These alternative forms, such as rural and ec-
otourism preserve the environment and cultural her-
itage as well as respect the local community. 

“New tourists” find especially attractive climbs to 
the highest peak Observatory, Hranisava, Obalj and 
Krvavac. As an important element of the geomorpho-
logical attractions is Megara cave, also known un-
der the name of Kuvija, located in the western part 
of Bjelašnica (range Preslica, on the north slope of 
the hill Orlovac). Among the most important tour-
ism attraction of Bjelašnica for the development of al-
ternative tourism is certainly Rakitnica river canyon. 
Rakitnica canyon is morphological phenomenon de-
veloped in the zone of deep karst, which separates 
Bjelašnica from Visočica (Lepirica, 2005). It is pop-
ular among tourists especially from May to October. 
The most popular hydrographic landscape element 
of Bjelašnica mountain area is Studeni potok, which 
is known by its meanders, which are reminiscent of 
the legend of the dragon-large snake. Bjelašnica is a 
mountain that is characterized by great wealth and di-

Table 1. Stages of tourism development on Bjelašnica Mountain

PERIOD CHARACTERISTICS

1878-1918  
(Austria-Hungary)

• construction of hiking facilities 
• publication of mountain guides 
• first recreational-tourism trips

1918-1945  
(between World War I and World War II)

• large number of field trips
• first alpine feats
• ski competitions during the event “Bjelašnički dani”
• development of primarily winter recreational supply

1945-1978  
(after World War II until assigning Sarajevo to be 
the host of 14th Winter Olympic Games)

• 1957 first skis on Bjelašnica
• beginning of ski courses (1957 and 1958) 
• development of winter and summer recreational supply
• significant number of travellers in mountain houses

1978-1992  
(Winter Olympic Games 1984 until breakup of 
Yugoslavia)

• predominance of mass winter ski tourism supply 
• attempts to extend tourism season with lower hotel 

prices in summer
• international ski competitions

1996-2000  
(post-war tourism reconstruction)

• reconstruction of facilities
• winter tourism supply still prevailing 

after 2000  
(modern period)

• winter tourism and recreational supply 
• efforts in developing summer tourism supply
• problems with unplanned construction 
• lack of tourism development strategy

Source: Banda, Opačić 2017
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versity of the plant world, particulary in the Rakitni-
ca canyon. Mountain landscape of Bjelašnica is also 
recognizable for their villages. Lukomir, highest al-
titude and most remote village in the entire country 
is known by its vernacular architecture. Tourists vis-
it it in summer in order to taste local food and see it 
specific architecture (Temimović & Jahić, 2009). This 
whole region is marked with old cattle and caravan 
roads which date back to Roman times. Among the 
most numerous monuments of medieval period are 

“stećci” (medieval tombstones) from the 14th or 15th 
century near the village Tušila, between Bjelašnica 
and Visočica (Bešlagić, 2004). 

In the recent period 2000-2017., Bjelašnica can be 
observed as a mountain destination with the winter 
tourism supply, which seeks to expand tourism season 
throughout the year. 

In tourism market, Bjelašnica is still known as a 
winter ski tourism destination. Ski centre Bjelašnica 
includes downhill trail, which leads from the top of 
the mountain (2067 m) to Babin Do (1300 m). Al-
most parallel to it are three steeper slopes, which were 
used for training athletes. The trails for giant slalom 
and slalom are located on the east side of the moun-
tain and trail Kolijevka is ideal for beginners. Accord-
ing to Activity plan for KJKP ZOI’84 for the location 
Bjelašnica (2011), vertical transport includes two-seat 
and three-seat cable cars, five ski lifts and a few baby 
lifts (capacity of 5,000 skiers per hour). Trail for night 
skiing is part of the downhill-run, in the finish area 
(total length 750 m). Tourists can also rent ski equip-
ment. As a part of alternative tourism supply, snow-
boarding and ski touring are developing. Accommo-
dation facilities on Bjelašnica include hotels Maršal, 
Han and Bjelašnica, mountain houses and private fa-
cilities that offer apartments and rooms (Hamad et 

al., 2010). Alternative tourism supply in summer is 
very poor. Tourists, mostly foreign come in organ-
ized groups to visit villages (for example Lukomir and 
Umoljani), sightseeing locations and to have lunch. 
Among tourists, very popular is also quad bike ride. 
In future, strong development of tourism and recrea-
tional activities is planned in the area of   Babin Do, the 
main point of winter recreation. The extension of this 
zone is planned to massif Šiljak with the target areas 
in Štinji Do and Donja Grkarica (Sustainable Devel-
opment Strategy of Trnovo Municipality, 2013).

According to Banda and Opačić (2017), Bjelašnica is 
faced with numerous challenges and problems in al-
ternative tourism supply development, such as:

 – traffic congestion and insufficient parking place;
 – sewage problem;
 – obsolete vertical transportation;
 – tourism attractions by the winter season is al-

most nonexistent;
 – poorly developed alternative tourism supply for 

the winter months;
 – the lack of facilities after skiing (for example 

wellness);
 – insufficient utilization of tourism potential of 

other tourism attractions.

The objective of the study to identify the evaluation 
of tourism attractiveness of attractions of alternative 
tourism in tourism supply of Bjelašnica, as well as to 
determine the differences in the evaluation of tourism 
attractions: a) between local residents and tourists, b) 
between local residents considering the age, gender 
and level of education, c) between tourists considering 
the age, gender and level of education, and d) between 
tourists who stay at villages of Bjelašnica and tourists 
who stay at the purpose-built tourist resort Babin Do.

Literature review

Numerous authors in their research have analyzed 
physical-geographical and social-geographical char-
acteristics as well as the historical development and 
cultural heritage of the mountainous area of Bosnia 
and Herzegovina. However, tourism and tourism-ge-
ographical research in mountain areas has not been 
paid great attention. 

The scientific and economic interest for moun-
tain tourism in Bosnia and Herzegovina, as well on 
Bjelašnica has been underlined in economic studies 
and spatial-planning documentation such as Study 
of the long-term development of tourism in Bosnia 
and Herzegovina by Bogdanović (1970) and Strategy 
of tourism development of SR B&H by Praljak-Kesić 
(1987). Extensive spatial planning documentation was 

prepared for the 14th Winter Olympics, including Spa-
tial plan of the special area for the maintenance of the 
14th Winter Olympics Sarajevo (for the mountain areas 
Igman, Bjelašnica and Jahorina). 

Mihić (1984) published a book titled Bjelašnica and 
Igman – Mountains of 14th Winter Olympic Games that 
presents detailed geographical features of Bjelašnica 
and Igman, as well as development of mountain tour-
ism, mountaineering and skiing on Bjelašnica and Ig-
man through history, with special chapter dedicated 
to the XIV Winter Olympics. Among the first geog-
raphers to write about Bjelašnica mountain tourism 
was also Čehajić (1987) in her doctoral thesis Tourism 
development in Bosnia and Herzegovina – geographi-
cal study. 
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Many mountain guides with information for 
tourists about hiking trails and mountain huts on 
Bjelašnica and other mountains were also published, 
among which should be mentioned Mountaineering 
& Tourist Guide on Mountains Around Sarajevo by 
Babić and Bozja (2006). In 2007, Master plan for devel-
opment of rural eco-tourism in area of Bjelašnica was 
conducted, which presents analysis of tourism attrac-
tion base of alternative tourism. 

Also significant is a paper titled Regional aspects of 
tourist potentials of Canton Sarajevo - classification 
and valorisation by Nurković et al. (2009) as it rep-
resents a scientific literature in the field of geography 
that analysis tourism potential of the mountainous 
area of Bjelašnica. In the same year, in the paper De-
velopment potentials of rural tourism on Bosnia and 
Herzegovina mountains with special review on village 
Lukomir, authors Temimović and Jahić discuss rural 
tourism in Bjelašnica’s villages. Hamad et al (2010), 
give a different perspective analysing Bjelašnica and 
other mountains as ski resorts in their paper titled 
A Competitive Analysis Of Ski Resorts In Bosnia And 
Herzegovina Using Differential Advantage Proforma.

In scientific literature, tourist satisfaction has been 
identified as an important concept in establishing 
the performance of different destinations. Accord-
ing to Peter and Olson (1996), level of tourist satisfac-
tion with a particular trip is the result of different fac-
tors, i.e. level of tourists satisfaction will depend both 
on their expectations regarding the attractions and at-
tributes in the destination, and of course from the per-
ception of the outcome. Danaher and Arweiler (1996) 
established that, positive tourist feedback is focused 
mainly on outdoor activities, although the experience 
associated with transport and accommodation affect 
the degree of tourist satisfaction. It is important for 
the mountain tourism destinations that supply vary 
of outdoor activities to understand that the activities 
performed during the stay at the holiday destination 
and the experiences during these activities are clear 
sources of satisfaction for the tourist. 

Despite the amount of research focusing on study-
ing the level of tourist satisfaction, there is a need to 
investigate the relationship between destination at-
tractions and tourists’ satisfaction from the tourist’s 
perspective in order to gain an in-depth understand-
ing of tourists’ attitudes and behaviour after they visit 
certain mountain destinations. 

Tourists and the local community differently per-
ceive and evaluate tourism attractions. Research-
ers have tested a number of socio-demographic fac-

tors (age, sex, education, income, length of residence, 
knowledge of tourism involvement in tourism ac-
tivity) that may affect people’s attitudes. In the liter-
ature, there are many studies surveying attitudes of 
residents towards tourism development (Perdue et al., 
1991; Ap, 1992; Lankford & Howard, 1994; Andereck 
& Vogt, 2000; Mason & Cheyne, 2000; Sheldon & 
Abenoja, 2001; Gursoy et al., 2002; Easterling, 2004; 
Aguilo & Rosselo, 2005; Andiotis, 2005; Ritchie & 
Inkari, 2006; Huh & Vogt, 2008; Ogorelc, 2009; Shar-
ma & Dyer, 2009; Frauman & Banks 2011; Vargas et 
al., 2011;). On the other hand, only a few studies have 
explicitly considered perceptions of residents toward 
tourism attractions (McClung, 1991; Thach & Axinn, 
1994; Alhemoud & Armstrong, 1996; Wong & Cheung, 
1999; Jurowski & Gursoy 2004; Lawton, 2005). 

Taken collectively, the many surveys of residents 
demonstrate that one cannot presume uniformity 
among local people in their views of tourism and its 
attractions. Researchers have shown that the members 
of the local community, who are employed in tour-
ism industry or have personal economic benefits from 
tourism development, are generally more favourable 
towards tourism than those who are not (Haralambo-
poulos & Pizam, 1996; Brunt & Courtney, 1999; Sira-
kaya et al., 2002; McGehhe & Andereck, 2004; An-
dereck et al. 2005; Vargas-Sanchez et al., 2009). Some 
authors disagree with these statements and conclude 
that residents being economically dependent on tour-
ism find more negative association with tourism man-
ifesting this in a strong negative attitude (Pizam et al., 
1978; Williams & Lawson, 2001; Teye et al., 2002). On 
the same argument, we can conclude that residents’ 
perception of tourism is influenced by the possibility of 
having an economic gain (Haralambopoulos & Pizam, 
1996; Gilbert & Clark, 1997; Brunt & Courtney, 1999; 
Sirakaya et al., 2002; McGehee & Andereck, 2004). 

Alternative forms of tourism actually encourage 
the development of products based on the compara-
tive advantages of each destination attractions. Pro-
vision of appropriate tourism infrastructure should 
come together with tourism attraction elements in or-
der to develop alternative tourism supply. The mix of 
destination attractions and facilities create a set of in-
tangible “subjective experiences” for tourists known 
as tourism product (Kim, 2001).

To know how destination and their attractions are 
perceived is especially important in order to attract 
visitors. Image perception is not solely a result of me-
dia tools since it develops out of a combination of sev-
eral personal experiences (Horrigan, 2009). 
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Methodology 

The evaluation of tourism attractiveness of attrac-
tions of alternative tourism by local residents and 
tourists was made in direct questionnaire survey us-
ing the commemorative sample method in villages of 
Bjelašnica (Brda, Dejčići, Lukomir, Šabići, Umoljani) 
with registered tourism activity, as well as in a tour-
ist resort Babin Do without local residents (Figure 1).

The evaluation of tourism attractiveness of attrac-
tions of alternative tourism on Bjelašnica was made 
using the scale of 5 marks in which the grade 1 indi-
cated the lowest tourism attractiveness and grade 5 
the highest tourism attractiveness. The population in 
the survey conducted during the summer 2016 con-
sisted of adult permanent residents in mentioned vil-
lages as well as tourists who had at least one overnight 
stay in these villages or in Babin Do. Questionnaires 
were filled face to face during the weekends in June 
and respondents were included based on their acces-
sibility and willingness. Therefore convenient sample 
was used. Prior to fulfilling questionnaire respond-
ents were informed about the survey and that ano-
nymity would be guaranteed. Survey sample consist-
ed of 98 local residents and 111 tourists.

Research instrument consisted of socio-demo-
graphic variables (gender, age, education, employ-
ment, marital status, monthly income) and evalua-
tion of tourism attractiveness of the attraction base 
elements of alternative tourism as well as tourism and 
recreational infrastructure. Research instrument for 
local residents included additionally question of their 

residential area, while research instrument for tour-
ists included question about their place of stay in des-
tination. For the better illustration and interpretation 
of the results, the individual tourism attractions of al-
ternative tourism indicated in the survey (17 in total) 
were classified into 6 common tourism attractions, i.e. 
clusters modelled on Kušen’s classification of tourism 
attractions (2002; 2010) (Table 2). 

Besides descriptive statistics (average valuation 
and the frequency of respondents’ answers), the sur-
vey carried out the statistical analysis in SPSS pro-
gram to determine the differences in the evaluation 
of tourism attractiveness of the attraction base ele-
ments of alternative tourism, using standard statis-
tical methods: correlation analysis, one-way ANOVA 
and t-test.

Figure 1. Tourism attractions of alternative tourism on Bjelašnica analysed in the survey
Source: according to the topographic map of Bosnia and Herzegovina, sheet Sarajevo, R 1: 200 000, edited by authors, 2017
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Results and discussion

Sample characteristics
It can be noticed that in the survey sample with both 
local residents and tourists dominate men (Table 3).

Survey population of local residents is much older 
comparing to tourists with difference of more than 20 
years between average age of two groups of respond-
ents. Also, tourists are more educated than local res-
idents, which can be explained with negative demo-
graphic consequences of long term emigration of 
younger and more educated population from moun-

tain area of Bosnia and Herzegovina, and also with 
the fact that tourists in mountain tourism destina-
tions are more educated than local residents. In survey 
sample of tourists, more than three quarters stayed 
in Bjelašnica’s villages, while less than one quarter 
stayed at tourist resort Babin Do. This stratification 
of participants was carried out because the main part 
of alternative tourism supply on Bjelašnica is concen-
trated outside of Babin Do, tourist resort mainly fo-
cused on mass ski tourism. 

Table 2. Classification of tourism attractions of alternative tourism on Bjelašnica used 
in the survey

COMMON TOURISM ATTRACTIONS 
(CLUSTERS)

INDIVIDUAL TOURISM ATTRACTIONS

Climate and geomorphological 
characteristics

climate characteristics

canyon of river Rakitnica

cave Megara

Landscape

landscape characteristics

Javorov do

Studeni potok (stream)

Husremovac and Ledići villages

Cultural and historical heritage

“stećci” (medieval tombstones)

mosque in Umoljani village

watermills in Umoljani village

Lukomir village

Culture of life and work
traditional cattle breeding

local gastronomy

Events
“Days of mountain biking”

“Mountaineers encounters”

Tourism and recreational infrastructure
tourist resort Babin Do

hiking trails – Via Dinarica

Source: authors classification according to Kušen’s theoretical model (2002;2010) 

Table 3. Sociodemographic structure of respondents

SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS
LOCAL RESIDENTS

(N=98)
TOURISTS

(N=111)

Gender (%)
Men 53.06 55.86

Women 46.94 44.14

Average age (years)
M=57.18  

(SD=16.19)
M=34.46  
(SD=9.07)

Level of education (%)

Primary school 33.67 -

High school 45.92 30.63

College 16.32 19.81

University and higher (PhD) 4.08 49.55

Residence (for local residents)/
Place of stay (for tourists) (%)

Bjelašnica’s villages 100.00 75.68

Babin Do - 24.32

Source: results of the questionnaire survey, June 2016
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The differences in the evaluation of tourism 
attractiveness of common attractions of alternative 
tourism between local residents and tourists
T-test determined statistically significant differenc-
es in the evaluation of tourism attractiveness of com-
mon attractions of alternative tourism between local 
residents and tourists for all clusters except for the 

“climate and geomorphological attractions” (Table 4). 
However this cluster has high evaluations both by lo-
cal residents and tourists.

It can be noticed that both locals and tourists give 
relatively high grades to common tourism attractions 
of alternative tourism on Bjelašnica. In the evalua-
tion of some individual attractions was not found any 
significant variability of answers (for example, all re-
spondents graded tourism attractiveness of canyon 
of river Rakitnica with 4 and 5). The tourists found 
all clusters more attractive than locals, with the ex-
ception of the cluster “climate and geomorphologi-
cal attraction” that locals find slightly more attractive 
than tourists, which we can conclude from negative 
t-values. Based on t-values and significance test, the 
biggest differences in evaluation are found in clus-
ters “landscape” and “tourism and recreational infra-
structure”. Significant differences are found in clus-
ters “cultural and historical heritage”, “culture of life 
and work” and “events”, but t and p values suggest 
that these differences in evaluation are not so promi-
nent as it is the case in previous two clusters. Among 
the clusters with statistically significant differences, 

both local residents and tourists give highest grades 
for “landscape” and lowest for “tourism and recrea-
tional infrastructure. 

When we look at the level of individual attractions 
evaluation, similar differences can be found on a de-
scriptive statistical analysis. Comparing the average 
grades of attractiveness of the individual attractions, 
it can be concluded that local residents (in relation to 
tourists) find more attractive 5 out of 17 estimated in-
dividual attractions: canyon of river Rakitnica (aver-

age grade 4.93 by local residents and 4.82 by tourists), 
landscape characteristics (average grade 4.80 by local 
residents and 4.67 by tourists), mosque in Umoljani 
village (average grade 4.39 by local residents and 4.31 
by tourists), watermills in Umoljani (average grade 
4.23 by local residents and 3.96 by tourists) and local 
gastronomy (average grade 4.78 by local residents and 
4.64 by tourists). 

The tourists gave better grades because they are 
more thrilled with natural and cultural attractions, 
especially those who visited Bjelašnica for the first 
time (“wow factor”). For the numerous tourists, espe-
cially foreign tourists (Western and Central Europe, 
Middle East), the natural and cultural attractions of 
Bjelašnica represent the huge change in relation to 
physical environment and surroundings in, for in-
stance, urban environment of the permanent res-
idence, and that positively affects the grade. Similar 
was the research of Alhemoud and Armstrong (1996), 
where they state that more impressive to the tour-

Table 4. The evaluation of tourism attractiveness of common attractions of alternative tourism on 
Bjelašnica by local residents and tourists

COMMON ATTRACTION(CLUSTER)
LOCAL RESIDENTS TOURISTS

T-TEST
M SD M SD

Climate and geomorphological 
attractions

4.60 0.36 4.54 0.42
t=1.060
df=207

p=0.290

Landscape 4.21 0.29 4.59 0.32
t= -9.096

df=207
p=0.000

Cultural and historical heritage 4.18 0.42 4.31 0.41
t= -2.213
df=207

p=0.028

Culture of life and work 3.85 0.54 4.11 0.75
t= -2.914
df=207

p=0.004

Events 3.79 0.54 4.10 0.67
t= -2.728

df=117
p=0.007

Tourism and recreational infrastructure 2.84 0.63 3.73 0.71
t= -9.518

df=117
p=0.000

Source: results of the questionnaire survey, June 2016 
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ists are attractions they do not see in their own coun-
try. Furthermore, we should keep in mind that tour-
ists evaluate the attraction base elements in the period 
of vacations when they are more relaxed and tend to 
have more positive attitudes. Also, in that period they 
are motivated to get tourist experience in a chosen 
destination. 

Perception of tourism attractions and positive 
tourism impacts is an important variable that in-
fluences residents’ attitudes and opinions. Previous 
studies conducted by Perdue et al. (1991) and Brida 
et al. (2011) show that in the case of mountain desti-
nations like Bjelašnica, tourism development is sup-
ported by the local community mainly if they have 
a positive perceptions regarding tourism attractions, 
environmental and economic impacts. Our research 
shows that local residents are not fully aware of the 
value and tourism attractiveness of natural and cul-
tural possessions on Bjelašnica, mainly because they 
do not benefit from tourism as they should. Also, il-
legal construction of mainly accommodation facili-
ties caused many environmental issues, which fully 
support the mentioned fact that locals are less will-
ing to support tourism if they hold a negative per-
ception of tourism impacts. According to Brida et al. 
(2011), residents perceiving tourism as a cause of in-
crease of the investment at the destination and bet-
ter public services will support tourism as well as its 
natural and cultural resources. On Bjelašnica, au-
thorities do not invest enough in infrastructure (pri-
marily traffic) or support local community in tour-
ism development. 

The common tourism attractions of “events” and 
“tourism and recreational infrastructure” as well 
as their individual attractions received the higher 
grades by tourists than by local residents. The differ-
ences in higher grades by tourists can be explained 
with the fact that attractions from mentioned clus-
ters are designed specifically for tourists and recrea-
tionalists, so they are more familiar to tourists than 
for local residents. The local residents gave lower 
grades to tourist resort Babin Do in relation to tour-
ists (average grade 2.33 by locals and 3.41 by tourists), 
so we can conclude that, although less educated, lo-
cal residents are indeed aware of physiognomic and 
ecological unacceptability, oversize and unsuitabili-
ty of this centre of mass winter tourism in a sensitive 
mountain ecosystem.

The differences in the evaluation of tourism 
attractiveness of common attractions of alternative 
tourism between local residents considering the age, 
gender and level of education 
The differences in evaluation of tourism attractiveness 
of common attractions of alternative tourism in sur-
veyed local population considering the age are exam-
ined using the correlation analysis. Negative correla-
tion is found only between the age of participants and 
the evaluation of tourism attractiveness of the clus-
ter “events” (r= -0.376; p=0.001) which indicates that 
as older the local residents are, they rate the events 
as less attractive. There are statistically significant dif-
ferences in evaluation of the individual attractions 
of alternative tourism, for the event “Days of moun-
tain biking” considering the age of local residents (r= 

-0.342; p=0.004) whilst for another evaluated event 
“Mountaineers encounters” the difference is not found. 
It can be explained with the fact that mountain bik-
ing is less attractive activity for older respondents per-
sonal practicing as they have limited physical abilities, 
therefore they also find it less attractive in tourism 
supply. 

The differences in evaluation of tourism attractive-
ness of common attractions of alternative tourism in 
surveyed local population considering the gender are 
examined using t-test, but there are not found statisti-
cally significant differences for any of common tour-
ism attractions. 

Considering the level of education, the surveyed 
local population is classified into three categories: a) 
with primary school degree, b) with high school de-
gree, and c) with college/university and higher degree 
(PhD). Statistically significant difference in evaluation 
of tourism attractiveness of common attractions of al-
ternative tourism considering the level of education of 
local residents is identified using the one-way ANOVA 
and it was only for the cluster “cultural and historical 
heritage” (F=3.266, df=2, p=0.042). The local popula-
tion with high school degree finds it the most attrac-
tive for alternative tourism supply (average grade 
4.28), followed by respondents with college/universi-
ty degree (average grade 4.19) and in the end the re-
spondents with primary school degree (average grade 
4.04). As for the individual attractions in the domain 
of cultural and historical heritage, the statistically sig-
nificant difference is found only for “stećci” (medie-
val tombstones) (F=3.172, df=2, p=0.046). Those tomb-
stones became part of UNESCO World Heritage List 
(WHL) in 2016. WHL inscription contributes to pos-
itive and creative atmosphere in destination espe-
cially with the local entrepreneurs involved in tour-
ism. Moreover, the presence of a World Heritage Sites 
generates positive expectations on local residents and 
tourists, as well as all stakeholders in tourism (Biagi 
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& Pulina, 2009). For mosque in Umoljani, watermills 
in Umoljani and Lukomir village, the differences be-
tween local residents considering the level of educa-
tion are not identified. 

The differences in evaluation of tourism 
attractiveness of common attractions of alternative 
tourism between the tourists considering the age, 
gender and level of education
The differences in the evaluation of tourism attractive-
ness of common attractions of alternative tourism in 
surveyed population of tourists considering the age 
are examined using the correlation analysis. Positive 
correlation is registered only between the age of re-
spondents and the evaluation of tourism attractiveness 
of cultural and historical heritage (r=0.266; p=0.005) 
which indicates that as older the tourists are, they find 
Bjelašnica’s cultural and historical heritage as more at-
tractive. In analyzing the evaluation of the individ-
ual attractions in domain of cultural and historical 
heritage, the statistically significant difference consid-
ering the age of tourists is noticed for “stećci” (medi-
eval tombstones) (r=0.232; p=0.002), as well as for Lu-
komir village (r=0.191; p=0.047) whilst for mosque 
and watermills in Umoljani village the difference is 
not found. Positive correlation between the age of sur-
veyed tourists and individual attractions of alternative 
tourism is recorded for traditional cattle breeding from 
common tourism attraction “culture of life and work” 
(r=0.309; p=0.015) as well as for canyon of river Rakitni-
ca (r=0.236; p=0.019) from common tourism attraction 

“climate and geomorphological attractions”. The giv-
en result confirms the theory that cultural and natural 
heritage as tourism attractions are more attractive to 
older tourists. Looking at tourism attractions, culture 
and nature, were most important among senior tour-
ists, when choosing holiday destination according to 
the European Commission project ESCAPE (European 
Senior Citizens’ Actions to Promote Exchange in Tour-
ism) Report on Senior Tourists Needs and Demands 
(2017). As in our case, cultural and historical heritage 
were preferred tourism attractions, among respondents 
in the mentioned project. Senior tourists gave highest 
preferences to clean nature and affordable cost of the 
natural and cultural heritage sites when choosing holi-
day destinations. 

The differences in evaluation of tourism attractive-
ness of common attractions of alternative tourism be-
tween tourists considering the gender are examined 
using t-test, but statistically significant differences are 
not found for any of common tourism attractions. 

Considering the level of education, the surveyed 
tourists are classified into three categories: a) with 

high school degree at least, b) with college degree, and 
c) with university degree or higher (PhD). Statistically 
significant difference in evaluation of tourism attrac-
tiveness of common attractions of alternative tourism 
considering the level of education of tourists is de-
termined using one-way ANOVA and it was only for 

“tourism and recreational infrastructure” (F=4.109, 
df=2, p=0.019). The surveyed tourists with college de-
gree find it the most attractive (average grade 4.11), fol-
lowed by respondents with university degree (average 
grade 3.65), and in the end the surveyed tourists with 
high school degree and primary school degree (aver-
age grade 3.63). In determining the differences in the 
evaluation of the individual attractions from this clus-
ter, the statistically significant difference between the 
tourists considering the level of education is found for 
purpose-built tourist resort Babin Do that is ponder-
ous in the whole cluster “tourism and recreational in-
frastructure” (F=3.445, df=2, p=0.035). Tourist attrac-
tiveness of Babin Do is rated with the highest grades 
by participants with college degree (average grade 
3.86), followed by surveyed tourists with university de-
gree (average grade 3.31), and in the end the respond-
ents with high school degree and primary school 
degree (average grade 3.26). Based on this it can be as-
sumed that purpose-built tourist resorts with cater-
ing and entertainment supply are most interesting to 
average educated tourists that, generally, are not in-
terested in cultural and historical heritage in less vis-
ited parts of Bjelašnica, but on the other hand, are 
financially able to visiting/staying in “popular” tour-
ist resorts. They are not so much bothered with their 
physiognomic and ecological unsuitability in a sensi-
tive mountain ecosystem. The most educated tourists 
are not “wowed” when visiting Bjelašnica, because a 
central element of their visit is often the learning di-
mension. Garms et al. (2016), conducted a research 
among German tourists in Scandinavian mountains, 
and came up with similar results. Visitors in this re-
search wanted to learn more about plants, animals, or 
just the ecosystem as a whole. Brochures, information 
boards, and guided tours (which lack on Bjelašnica) 
were highly appreciated. It can be assumed that more 
educated tourists evaluate attractiveness of Babin Do 
with lower grades because they expected more infor-
mation in destination. Also, clearly signposted hiking 
trail network and a visitor centre, guarantee a certain 
feeling of safety when being on the mountain. On the 
other hand, tourists with high school degree evaluate 
tourist attractiveness of Babin Do with lowest grades 
which can be explained with their lowest income – 
certain activities in tourism supply over there are less 
available to them. 
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The differences in the evaluation of tourism 
attractiveness of common attractions of alternative 
tourism between tourists who stay in Bjelašnica’s 
villages and tourists who stay in tourist resort Babin 
Do
The statistically significant differences in the evalu-
ation of tourism attractiveness of common attrac-
tions of alternative tourism between tourists who 
stay in Bjelašnica’s villages (Brda, Dejčići, Lukomir, 
Šabići, Umoljani) with registered tourism activity and 
tourists who stay at tourist resort Babin Do are de-
termined using t-test, for the following clusters: “cli-
mate and geomorphological attractions”, “culture of 
life and work”, and “tourism and recreational infra-
structure” (Table 5)1.

It can be seen that tourists at Babin Do find all clusters 
more attractive than tourists in villages of Bjelašnica, 
which we can conclude from negative t-values. Based 
on t-values and significance test, the biggest differenc-
es in evaluation are found in cluster “tourism and rec-

1  Most of tourists who stay in tourist resort Babin Do are not fa-
miliar with the two events from the survey (“Days of mountain 
biking” and “Mountaineers encounters”) and for that reason it 
wasn’t possible to examine if there are statistically significant 
differences between tourists who stayed in Bjelašnica’s villag-
es and tourists who stayed in Babin Do when evaluating the 
cluster “events” nor when evaluating the individual attrac-
tions “Days of mountain biking” and “Mountaineers encoun-
ters”. This confirms the theory that tourists who stay at tourist 
destinations of mass tourism are less introduced with alterna-
tive tourism supply. Moreover, they are less interested in life of 
local community in destination. 

reational infrastructure”. Significant differences are 
found in clusters “climate and geomorphological at-
tractions” and “culture of life and work”, but t and 
p values suggest that these differences in evaluation 
are not so prominent as it is the case in the previous. 
Among the clusters with statistically significant differ-
ences, both tourists in Bjelašnica’s villages and Babin 
Do give highest grades for “climate and geomorpho-
logical attractions” and lowest for “tourism and recre-
ational infrastructure”. 

When we look at the level of individual attractions 
evaluation, similar differences can be found on a de-
scriptive statistical analysis. Comparing the average 
grades of attractiveness of the individual attractions, 
it can be concluded that tourists who stayed at Babin 

Do in relation to tourists in Bjelašnica’s villages find 
more attractive 9 out of 15 examined individual at-
tractions: climate characteristics (average grade 4.63 
given by tourists from Babin Do and 4.43 by tourists 
from Bjelašnica’s villages), canyon of river Rakitni-
ca (average grade 4.94 by tourists from Babin Do and 
4.79 by tourists from Bjelašnica’s villages), cave Mega-
ra (average grade 4.00 by tourists from Babin Do and 
3.42 by tourists from Bjelašnica’s villages), landscape 
characteristics (average grade 4.81 by tourists from 
Babin Do and 4.62 by tourists from Bjelašnica’s vil-
lages), mosque in Umoljani village (average grade 4.52 
by tourists from Babin Do and 4.25 by tourists from 
Bjelašnica’s villages), Lukomir village (average grade 
4.88 by tourists from Babin Do and 4.57 by tourists 
from Bjelašnica’s villages), traditional cattle breeding 

Table 5. The evaluation of tourism attractiveness of common attractions of alternative tourism on 
Bjelašnica by tourists who stayed in Bjelašnica’s villages and tourists who stayed in tourist resort Babin Do

COMMON ATTRACTION

TOURISTS IN 
BJELAŠNICA’S 

VILLAGES

TOURISTS  
AT BABIN DO T-TEST

M SD M SD

Climate and geomorphological 
attractions

4.48 0.42 4.73 0.40
t= -2.697
df=109

p=0.008

Landscape 4.58 0.32 4.63 0.33
t= -0.735

df=109
p=0.464

Cultural and historical heritage 4.29 0.40 4.35 0.47
t= -0.657

df=207
p=0.512

Culture of life and work 4.02 0.78 4.39 0.54
t= -2.250

df=109
p=0.026

Tourism and recreational infrastructure 3.63 0.64 4.07 0.82
t= -2.945

df=109
p=0.004

Source: results of the questionnaire survey, June 2016
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(average grade 3.60 by tourists from Babin Do and 3.12 
by tourists from Bjelašnica’s villages), Babin Do (aver-
age grade 4.04 by tourists who stayed there and 4.79 by 
tourists from Bjelašnica’s villages) and hiking trails - 
Via Dinarica (average grade 4.40 by tourists from Ba-
bin Do and 4.20 by tourists from Bjelašnica’s villages). 
This fact must be taken into account because, accord-
ing to Yuksel and Yuksel (2001), lower grades may 
prompt tourists not to return in the future and may 
also impact on likelihood of recommending.

Regardless of lower grades by tourists from 
Bjelašnica’s villages, it should be mentioned that ar-
eas as mountains are primarily appreciated in more 
urbanized countries for providing a contrast to the 
stress of urban life. Exploration of the typical land-
scape type is often as an incentive for visit (Garms et al. 
2016), as also concluded from our survey, where land-
scape characteristics are highly graded by both tour-
ists from Bjelašnica’s villages and Babin Do. Though, 
tourists from the villages are more willing to learn 
about the tourism destination supply, while tourists 
from Babin Do are in a more stationary state. Resort 
visitor satisfaction levels are linked with the resort 
product’s variety and tourism attractions i.e. what the 
resort has to offer in terms of facilities and utilities 
(Inbakaran et al., 2012). Therefore, tourists who stay 
in Babin Do are not very familiar with the wider area, 
so it is possible that they give grades without previ-
ous destination background knowledge, while tour-
ists from Bjelašnica’s villages are more interested for 
alternative tourism supply, and grade tourism attrac-
tions on their experience. 

Based on the research of Li et al. (2008) and Dono-
hoe (2012), tourists visit heritage sites to experi-
ence unique cultures, and to learn about destina-
tion’s cultural identity, which confirms the fact that 

“stećci” (medieval tombstones) received high grades by 
tourists from Bjelašnica’s villages as well as tourists 
from Babin Do (average grade 4.31 by tourists from 
Bjelašnica’s villages and 4.16 by tourists from Babin 
Do). “Stećci” are being promoted as an important 
part of local history and tradition, especially since 
they have been listed in the UNESCO World Heritage 
List2. On Bjelašnica, they have been embedded in his-
tory and cultural traditions of the local community. 
Watermills in Umoljani village (average grade 4.04 by 
tourists from Bjelašnica’s villages and 3.67 by tourists 
from Babin Do), Husremovac and Ledići villages (av-
erage grade 4.22 by tourists from Bjelašnica’s villag-
es and 3.67 by tourists from Babin Do) received high-
er grades by tourists from Bjelašnica’s villages. Here, 
we should emphasize that the mentioned villages re-
ceived the higher grades by tourists who stayed there 
than the tourists from Babin Do – because for their at-
tractiveness they have been chosen by those tourists at 
the first place. For the same reason, tourists who pre-
fer staying at purpose-built tourist resorts and who 
stayed at Babin Do give higher grades to that resort 
than the tourists from the villages. 

2 “Stećci“ from Bosnia and Herzegovina, Serbia, Croatia and 
Montenegro were listed in the UNESCO World Heritage List in 
July, 2016.

Conclusion

The Olympic mountain Bjelašnica in Bosnia and Her-
zegovina is a typical example of mountain tourism 
destination where tourism supply was influenced by 
alternative forms of tourism in all of six developmen-
tal stages of tourism this mountain went through. Its 
tourism development has passed different political 
circumstances, with current challenge to reach suc-
cessful recovery after the collapse of socialist Yugosla-
via. In recent years, obvious are efforts in development 
of summer and winter alternative tourism supply as a 
supplement to mass ski tourism which is still the main 
tourism product of Bjelašnica. 

For better development of alternative tourism sup-
ply it is necessary to identify and evaluate tourism at-
tractions that could be better valorised when creating 
tourism products. It is an essential part of the desti-
nation analysis to determine perception of local res-
idents and tourists when evaluating tourism attrac-
tiveness. 

Based on the results of statistical analysis of the 
alternative tourism attraction base it can be con-
cluded that both, local residents and tourists, evalu-
ate common tourism attractions (clusters) of alterna-
tive tourism on Bjelašnica with relatively high grades, 
particularly “climate and geomorphological attrac-
tions”, “landscape” and “cultural and historical herit-
age”. Both groups give lowest grades for “tourism and 
recreational infrastructure”. Tourists find all clusters 
more attractive than locals, except for the cluster “cli-
mate and geomorphological attractions” where there 
are no significant differences. 

Regarding evaluations of local residents, there are 
no differences between male and female respondents. 
The statistical analysis determined only few differenc-
es in tourism attractiveness evaluation of common 
attractions of alternative tourism between local resi-
dents considering the age and level of education. As 
older local residents are, the less attractive they find 
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the events that require physical forms of recreation 
(e.g. mountain biking) for they are limited in physical 
conditions. The local residents with high school de-
gree find cultural and historical heritage the most at-
tractive in alternative tourism supply, followed by par-
ticipants with university degree, and in the end the 
participants with primary school degree. 

Regarding tourists’ evaluations, there are no differ-
ences between male and female respondents. The sta-
tistical analysis identified some differences in tourism 
attractiveness evaluation with regard to age and edu-
cation. Older tourists find the “cultural and histori-
cal heritage” of Bjelašnica more attractive. Statistically 
significant difference in the evaluation of tourism at-
tractiveness of alternative tourism clusters consider-
ing the level of education of tourists is found only for 
the cluster “tourism and recreational infrastructure”. 
It is the most attractive to tourists with college de-
gree before the ones with university degree and high 
school/primary school degree. 

The results of statistical analysis show that all clus-
ter attractions of alternative tourism are rated as more 
attractive by mass-tourists who stay at Babin Do, as a 
form of purpose-built mountain tourist resort, than 
individual tourists from Bjelašnica’s villages.

To sum up, Bjelašnica as a typical mountain desti-
nation is now in mature development stage in its tour-

ism development and that requires conceiving more 
complex tourism supply with integrated tourism prod-
ucts, not only of winter, but also of summer tourism, 
to attract more educated, broad-minded and wealthy 
tourists. Therefore, the stronger development of alter-
native forms of tourism that will valorise wide range 
of tourism attractions in destination can be expected 
soon. The future role of alternative forms of tourism 
in total tourism supply can serve in two periods: dur-
ing winter time – as a supplement to prevailing tour-
ism product of ski tourism, and during summer time 

– as the central part of Bjelašnica’s tourism supply. The 
main zone of mass ski tourism is recognizable (tour-
ist resort Babin Do), as well as the main zone of indi-
vidual summer and alternative winter tourism (villag-
es of Bjelašnica). 

In order to reach this scenario it is necessary to 
create and implement the spatial planning docu-
ments in a short time, with clear guidelines of tour-
ism development of Bjelašnica. It is also necessary 
to raise local residents’ awareness of real and poten-
tial tourism attractions in their surroundings. It all 
should be done according the postulate of sustaina-
ble development in order not to jeopardize the pre-
sent rich attraction base of alternative forms of tour-
ism by excessive and inappropriate construction of 
tourism infrastructure.
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